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1 . I1TTRODUCTION 
101 General ReLlaTks on Fatig-lle of Composite Be821s 
v:.lring the past fevT years there has been a great incY'ease in the use 
of composite construction in Doth bridges and buildings. This increased use 
has p:r"oQuced so:ne nei" proposals for shear connector design and, rn.ore significantly; 
has resulted in applications of shear connectors in a variety of structures 
utilizing a number of different steels. Basic research i{ork on composite con-
struction ivas carried out several years ago, but the increased interest in this 
structural system has caused renewed interest in a number of questions not answered 
in the earlier studies. 
Most of the research work ylhich had been conducted in the past has been 
carried out primarily for one of the two following purposes. (1)* Push-out tests , 
designed to determine the shear capacity of the many varieties of connectors and 
to study the load transfer distribution, constitute the most common investigations. 
The second most common type of study has been conducted to determine the static 
flexural strength of composi'te beams. Very few fatigue tests were included in 
the earlier \-lorko 
This situation is not surpriSing since in most app~ications of composite 
construction the shear connectors 'are attached to a steel flange 1"hich is sub"" 
jected to flexural stresses \{hich are usually compressive or, at most, very small 
tensile stresseso In this case the only fatigue problem is associated \-lith the 
connector itselfo The interest in the use of composite construction along the 
entire length of continuous structures and the desire to use higher strength 
steel in many applications has raised questions in connection with the fatigue 
resistance of such structures 0 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to the bibliography. 
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In these latter applications referred to, it is necessary to provide 
a sufficient margin of safety to preclude fatigue failu:::-e of the flange of the 
beam. Shear connectors attached to the tension f12nge or to high strength 
steels vThere a larger stress range is possible could serve as points of ini ti-
ation for progressive failure. The program reported herein was undertaken to 
study this problem. 
1.2 Object and Scope of Investigation 
As pointed out briefly in the previous paragraph the primary objective 
of this program was to study the effect of shear connectors on the fatigue life 
under circ~~stances \vhere the connectors are attached to the tension flange and 
to study the influence of flange rr~terial on this behavior. In order to study 
these two problems \vork vas undertak.en on several different materials vi th varying 
chemical compositions and vii th different strength levels. 
The program included a rather eA~ensive series of tests on flat plate 
type specimens. These specimens w"ere fabricated from two different materials. 
For the different types of materials studied) one or more stud shear connectors 
were attached in a single line transverse to the direction of stress. Another 
variable) intended to permit a study of the effect of stud spacing) was the width 
of the plate 0 In one series of tests the v;relding procedure used to apply the 
studs was altered. 
Flat plate fatigue tests were conducted on stress cycles of complete 
reversal, zero-to-tension and partial tension-to-tension. A few supplementary 
tests were conducted to investigate the effect of geometry in the region of the 
connection between the plate and the stud shear connector. 
The second phase of the program was carried out on nine beam specimens 
vlhich vTere divided into three groups of three beams eacho All beams were loaded 
in such a manner that the flange to which the stud shear connectors vlere attached 
was subjected to a tensile stress. The first group of beams was tested without 
any stress applied to the shear connectors. This series of bea~ tests could 
then be directly related to the flat plate tests to study the effect of stress 
gradient 0 
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Bending of the beas and flexing of the stud simultaneously were studied 
in the other tvTO series of 'beam tests 0 Tvo different methods vrere used to 
8.cCOTIlplish this loading cond.ition. The st"J.cls of one group of be~ were loaded. 
by means of pre-tensioned mechanical flexors fabricated specifically for this 
purpose and provided with strain gages to monitor the load. In the final group 
of beams 2. reinforced concrete slab Vlas cast so as to closely resemble the 
sit~ation as it actually exists in practice. 
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20 DESCRIPTION OF SPECIMENS AND TEST PROCEDURE 
20 I l,'la terials 
Three d.ifferent steels vere used in the fabrication of the flat plate 
specimens and the bea.TIl specimen.s reported herein. T~ese three steels viII be 
Y'sferred. -to in the follow""ing discussion by their ASTl\l d.esignationso 
A7F Steel~ During the initial phases of the stud.y reported, one 
series of eight plate specimens (GIA Series) vas fabricated from a steel which 
vas available in the laboratory and 'ivhich had been purchased some time earlier 
to conform to ASTI1 A7-58To Coupon tests carried out in the laboratory indicated 
that this steel failed to meet the tensile requirements of this specificationo 
In future discussion this steel will be referred to as A7Fo 
A441 Steel: All of the remaining flat plate tests were carried out 
on specimens fabricated from a steel which satisfied the requirements of ASTI~ 
A441-6oTo This material was also used as the flange material in the beam tests 
which are reported latera 
A373 Steel: The third type of steel used in this·investigation served 
for the web material of.the nine beam specimenso This steel met the requirements 
of ASTM A373~58To Due to the location of this material in the beam specimens and 
the type of tests being conducted this steel did not affect the fatigue life 
being studiedo 
The chemical composition of all of the base materials and the physical 
properties of these same base materials are presented in Tables 1 and 20 
202 Description of Test Specimens 
All specimens were fabricated in the Civil Engineering Shop at the 
University of Illinoisa After 1abrication, they were shippe~ to Gregory 
Industries, Incorporated in Lorain, Ohio, manufacturers of Nelson Stud Wel.ding 
Equipment, vhere the studs were affixedo 
The entire test program vias broken down into five different series of 
tests) designated GIA thro~gh GIEo Each specimen has received a designation 
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consi sting of th:ree letters to indicate the specific series follovTed by a number 
to distinguish the particular test specimen \{ithin that series (eoge) GIB12). 
2.201 Plat.e Snecim.ens. The dimensions of the various plate specinens 
are shadn in Figs 0 1) 2 anQ 30 The details of the vlelcling procedure used in the 
application of the stud.s to the ind.i vid:c..al specimens are listed in Table 3. 
GIA Series: This series consisted of eight plate specimens machined 
from ATF steelo Each specimen was machined to the dimensions shOl·m in Fig. l(a) 
before the stud was attachedo Each specimen was provided vTi th a single stud on 
a 3 1/2 in. by 1/2 in. cross-section. Throughout all five series of tests the 
material thickness vTas maintained constant at 1/2 in. in order to reduce the 
number of variables involved 0 
GIB Series: Basically the GIB series) vThich involved tw"enty specimens, 
vTas identical in all respects to the GIA series except that A441 steel vlas used 
instead of A7F. Specimens GIB16 through GIB20 were subjected to a slightly 
different welding procedure and several specimens had slight variations in 
geometry as will be outlined in Section 203. 
GIG Series: The only significant difference between the five GIG speci-
mens and those of the GIB series was the Irrdth of the cross-sectiono In this 
series of tests the mdth vlas increased to 5 in. Both series "\{ere fabricated 
from A44l steel and contained a single stud attached at the center of the flat 
plate specimeno 
GID Series~ In order to study the effect of multiple studs ten flat 
plate specimens 'i·rere machined to a 10 in. width acros s the test section 0 These 
specimens were then provided mth either one) three, or five studs attached in 
a single line transverse to the direction of applied stressc In addition to the 
increased width these specimens) as i.Jell as Series GIC) were 4 ft 0 long vThile 
specimens of Series GIA and SIB were only 2 fto) 8 ino longo The difference in 
length \'ras necessi ta.ted by the increased cross=sec.tional area which required 
loadings of such a magnitude that they could only be prod.uced. by the larger 
testing machines 0 
The crossr~sections of all flat :plate specimens thY'o"G.g.-"h. the line of 
studs are presented in Fig 0 40 
2.202 Beam SpecimensuD The nine steel beams used in this phase of 
the investigation were fabricated from three flat plates. The beams had an 
over~all depth of' 12 inD) a flange thickness of 1/2 ino and a i·reb thickness of 
3/16 ino Each of the beams \·ras then provided vll th two rews of studs spaced 
2 1/2 ino apart 0 Each of the rows contained nine studs s.t a spacing of 10 in. 
along the length of the beam. These nine specimens \oJ'ere then subdivided into 
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three groups of three specimens each and subjected to different loading conditionso 
Specimens GIEI through GIE3 were tested. as simple flexural members 
VTith no e}~ernal loads applied to the stud shear connectors. Specimens GIE4 
through GIE6 \Iere altered in such a manner as to remove the heads from the eight 
centrally lo::ated studs 0 Specially prepared and calibrated connectors i.Jere 
placed ove:::- ::o:.:r pairs of studs as shown in Figu 5(b) 0 These connectors were 
made so -cr.at ~~ey could be pre~tensioned to produce any desired shear force in 
the studs c r:;:-::-.e ::orce in the connector was measured by strain gages attached to 
the connector and calibrated in a static testing machine. Additional strain 
gages \V'ere attached to the beam specimens in the case of specimens GIE4 and GIE5 
in order to determine the strain distribution across two different cross~sectionso 
The output from these strain gages was recorded during the period of the fatigue 
test on a Sanborn recordero 
In the case of specimens GIE7 through GIE9 the studs "lvere incased in 
a reir~orced concrete slab as shovm in Figo 5(c)o A mi}~ure of graphite and 
lin.seed oil (one part graphite to 404 parts of linseed oil) vTas placed on the 
steel surf2.ce in order to destroy the steel=concrete boneL In this way all of 
the sheeT force must be transmitted through the studs 0 Tb.e reinforcing steel 
consisted. of three noo 6 bars vihieh vere located 3/4 ino belo-\{ the 101-Ter fla.nge 
of the steel beamo Be2.J.'Yls GIE7 and. GIE9 I'TeTe instrumented 1'ii th strain gages at 
v8,rious locations and through the depth of the steel beam in order to determine 
the strain d.istribution through the depth and. the extent to "ihich this strain 
distribution vTas a.ltered a.s a result of the shear force transmitted through 
the shear connector a 
20) Object of the Indiv~dual Test Series 
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GIA Series~ The purpose of this series of tests was to obtain a basic 
S-N curve for A7F steel on a zero,~to=tension stress cycle so that these results 
could be compared with si~~lar tests on A441 steelo 
GIB Series: In this series S-N curves were to be established for both 
zero=to=tension stress cycles and a fully reversed stress cycle 0 On the basis 
of the results obtained on those two series of tests an estimate was made of the 
stress cycle vrhich would produce failure at 2,000,000 cycles on a one-half tension~ 
to~tension stress cycle 0 
Specimens Gln16 through GIB20 were produced vrith a slightly different 
stud welding procedure from the rest of the specimens in this series a The 
purpose of these specimens was to investigate the effect of altering the stud 
vlelding procedure on the fatigue life and the fatigue behavior of this material. 
Two specimens, GIBII and GIB12, were subjected to additional treatment after the 
studs had been attached 0 This treatment consisted of grinding the upset in such 
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a manner that it produced a smooth transition from the plate to the stude These 
tests I,rere carried out in order to evaluate the significance of the geometry of 
the upset ~ 
In tl';O other specimens, GIB19 and GIB20) the studs vrere completely 
reIJ.oved. by grindingo The grinding I'las carried out so as to approximate the 
surface cond.i tion of the sUTroClnding pl&te as nearly as possible 0 In these cases 
the notch effect of the upset and the presence of the stud had been co~pletely 
removed, so that any difference in the results from plain plate test results 
vrould indicate the effect of ,,{elding on the base material 0 
The tensile strength of Series GIA and Series GIB specimens i'las checked 
by means of thX'ee static tests·o These tests provided a basis for comparison of 
the various fatigue strengths "ri th the static ultimate strength of sirni.lar 
specimens e 
GIG Series: The function of this series VTas to determine the fatigue 
strength for failure at 2,000,000 cycles on a one-half tension-to-tension stress 
cycle 0 Specimens in this series "lere 5 inc wide so that a comparison i.,ith the 
results of the GIE series l·muld gi ve some indication of the size effect c Specimen 
GIC5 was not subjected to any fatigue loading but was examined metallurgically 
to determine the hardness distribution near the stude 
GID Series: All of the GID series specimens "rere tested under a one=half 
tension~to~tension stress cycle e Specimens in this series l.,ere provided with 
either one, three, or five studs on a single line transverse to the direction of 
applied stresso In all cases the fatigue strength for failure at 2,000,000 cycles 
i.,as desiredo The single stud specimens, GIDl through GID3, would provide data 
for a further evaluation of the effect of vIidth since the cross-section i-ras 10 ino 
wide in thfs seriesc Comparison of the three groups of specimens within this 
series provides an evaluation of stud spacingo 
GIE Series: This series was div~ded into three groups of three beams 
eacho In every case the fatigue strength for 2,000,000 cycles und.~r a one,-half 
teEsion-to~,t~nsion stress cycle i.,ras desired" The J?LLrpose of the first group of 
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tests; GIEl through GIE3, i-ras to compare the fatigJ.e strength of the flange vi th 
the attached studs i-ri th the results of the axially loaded plate specimens 0 
The other ti-ro groups ,,-;rere intended. to shm-r th~ effect of transIrQssion 
of shear force through the stud connector at the same time the beam is being 
subjected to primary bending. This, of course) is the loading condition \{hich 
occurs in actual composite constructiono Some strain gages i-Jere attached to 
several of these specimens in order to check the strain distribution across 
several cross-sections 0 
204 Testing Equipment and Procedures 
All of the fatigue tests i-rere conducted in Dni versi ty of Illinois 
lever type fatigue machines. Series GIA and GIB~ the small plate specimens) 
vrere tested in machines vrith a total load capacity of 50,000 lb. vrhile all of 
the other tests I{ere conducted in the larger 200,000 lb. machines 0 These 
machines, i{hile similar in their basic operation, varied in speed from 300 to 
100 cycles per minuteo 
Schematic diagrams of the University of Illinois fatigue testing 
machine adapted for axial and flexural loading can be seen, respectively, in 
Figs. 6 and 7. By adjusting the variable throvr eccentric and the turnbuckle, 
vlhich is immediately above it, the required stress cycle can be applied to the 
specimeno The load is determined by means of an Ames dial which measures the 
deformation of the dynamometer 0 
A micro switch near the specimen end of the machine is adjusted so 
that excessive deflection of the specimen trips the svlitch and stops the 
machine 0 During the progress of the fatigue fracture the load is adjusted so 
... 
-';' 
:t 
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that the spec.imen is subjected to a relatively constant value of loadQ Failure 
is defined as having occurred when the specimen could no longer withstand the 
prescribed load vi thout yielding 0 
Prior to testi12g" the plate speclmens '\{ere measured to determine the 
average cross=sectional area at the position of the stud. This area was then 
used to deterrJ..ne the loe.d so that the desired average st·ress \{ould exist a-c 
the e}~ected failure locationo 
In the case of the beam specimens, the loads and, therefore, the 
moments which vrere acting on the beam ,{ere calculated by means of the deformation 
of the dynamometer 0 The stresses were obtained by means of the simple flexural 
formula using the moment of inertia computed for the fracture sectiono 
11 
3 0 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Presentation of Test Results 
7he results of individual tests carried out on the plate specimeEs 
presented. in tabular form in Tables h 5) "... 7 8 and 90 These same results are 
' " 0" I ) 
are present.ed in the form of S-N diagrEL'1ls in Figs. 8) a 10" 11 and 12. A /) 
brief study of the data presented "Hill indicate that there ·vas a minimum amount 
of scatter and good consistency among the resultso 
The individual test results for the beam specimens are presented in 
Table 12v In this table the designation under type indicates the condition of 
the oeam during the progress of the test. 
The individual test series are discussed and compared in the para-
graphs whi ch follovT 0 
3.2 Fatigue Test Results for Plate Specimens 
The fatigue results sh01ved amazingly little scatter so that relatively 
few tests gave a strong indication of the fatigue resistance of plate specimens 
vrith attached studs. Most of the tests carried out were intended to determine 
the magnitude of the stress cycle 1{hich 1-Tould result in failure at 2,,000,000 
cycles. A study of the various S-N diagrams indicates that such stress cycles 
are as follovs: for complete reversal a stress cycle from 800 ksi compression 
to 800 ksi tension (a range of 1600 ksi)) for the zero-to-tension stress cycle 
from 0 to 1600 ksi (a range of 1600 ksi), and for a stress cycle ranging from 
one=half tension-to-tension from +1400 ksi to +28.0 ksi (a range of 14.0 ksi)o 
It should be noted that the stress range remains almost constant as the stress 
cycle changes. 
302.1 Influence of Base Material on the Fatigue Lifeo An indication 
of the effect of variations in base material is obtained by comparing the results 
of the GIA and GIB specimens 0 Figures 8 and 9 present the results for specimens 
:.. 
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vlhich are sirnilar in all respects except for base material 0 Seven GIA specimens) 
fabricated from A7F steel, ~~d six GIB specimens, fabricated from A441 steel, 
'Jere subj ected. to a zero~to~tension stress cycle 0 For each group of tests the 
results formed a very narrOvl scatter band) as indicated on the figu::'es. '\,n."len 
the data are superimposed the two sce.tter bands coincide almost perfectly, as is 
seen in Fig. 100 
It must be noted that this excellent correlation involved only a fev 
tests of tvTO steels for one particular type of stress cycle ~ These results are 
similar to results "I'Thich have been previously obtained on these materials in 
studies of the effect of butt=-I'Telded joints 0 
).202 Effect of Stud \velding Procedureo In order to study the effect 
of variations in the stud velding procedure, five specimens of the GIB series 
"I{ere fabricated. "I-Ti th a substantially different velding procedure as compared to 
that used for the preparation of the remainder of these specimens. For specimens 
GIB16 through GIB20 the vTeld current ,{as 1,450 amperes, the arc voltage was 
33 volts, and the veld time vas 76 cycles 0 The remainder of the series, speci-
mens GIBl through GIB15, were prepared with a weld current of 1,500 amperes and 
an arc voltage of 33 volts for 58 cycles. This means simply that specimens GIB15 
through GIB20 were subjected to twenty-six percent more heat than other specimens 
of this type 0 
T'I'TO of these specimens, GIB16 and GIB17, were subjected to a zero-to-
tension stress cycle in the as~produced conditiono The results of these tests 
are presented in Figo 9 and no significant difference in fatigue life "I{as obtained. 
One specimen, GIB18, Ivas subjected to a one~half tension-to-tension stress cycle 
in the as-welded condition and a study of the results given in Table 7 indicates 
that no significant difference c'ould be observed. The remaining two specimens 
with the modified welding procedure, GIB19 and GIB20, were subjected to special 
tests which are reported in a later paragraph~ 
On the basis of the tests conducted it can be concluded) wi thin the 
limi ts of the variati ons in \'lelding procedure studied, such variations had no 
significant effect on tl-:.e fB.tigue life 0 
)u20) Effect of Upset Geometry 0 In order to study the effect of 
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geometry in the region of the upset> four specimens of the GIp series "\{ere sub-
jec.ted to treatr(lents \,,,bieh altered. the geometry in this vicini.ty 0 T\IO specimens" 
GIBll and GIB12, "\{er'e ground in such a manrrer" tha.t their upsets for::led. a SIaooth 
transition from the plate surface to the studo Each of these specimens lias 
tested at a different zero~to~tension stress cycle for -which results 1'lere avail= 
a"bl.e for specimens vTith the as=produced geometr;:{o The results of these tests 
are presented in Table 5 and are reported in Figo 120 An examination of Figa 12 
indica.tes that in both cases the fatigue life of specimens so treated vias approxi-
rna.tely double that of the as~pY'oduced specimens 0 
For t1'lO other specimens of thi.s series" GIB19 and GIB20 J the studs 
vere completely removed and the surface smoothness was ground to approximate 
that of the surrounding plateo This alteration should remove completely the 
geometrical e:'fect and) therefore, any difference in fatigue life betl·reen these 
specimens and. t~:e fatigue results for plain plate specimens could be attributed 
to the effect 8: ',;-elding on the base metal 0 The results of the tests conducted 
on these t,'i':C speci::lens are reported in Table 50 ThE?! proved to be significantly 
more fatig..:e :::-e.::::'st,2,nt than all other t:ypes of specimens in this progra.rno A 
comparison of tiese test results 1-Tith test results obtained in previous investi-
gations of plain plate rraterial of A44l steel indicates that these results are 
not quite as good as the results obtained for plain plate specimens 0 Therefore, 
one can conclude that even -when the stud is completely removed from the plate to 
lihich it is attached) some effect of the iVelding remains and the fatigue resistance 
is just slightly less than vlhat liould have been obtained for plain plate rnaterialo 
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30204 Significance of Stud Spacingo The effect of stud spacing can 
be studied. by compa::::ing several different series of tests < In one case) one 
can consid.er the effect of "plate wid.th for the various specimens I'lhich Here pro~ 
vid.ed "d-th a single stuclo Series GTB) GIe; and GID all. contain test results 
for single stud specimens subjected. to e, one-half tension=to~tension stress 
c;;rcl.e 0 The resul.ts of these tests are tabula,ted in the ind.i vid.u2.1 tables and 
have been pres2:lted for purposes of compari.soE in Figo 13, These results indicate 
that a slight increase in fatigue life is obtained l-1hen the width of the plate 
is increasedu 
These results indicate that} although the plate to iihich the stud is 
attached. is continuous;; the stud. acts somel'That like a hole in a. flat plate 
specimen" In this case, the stress concentration effect increases as the Irrdth 
of the plate decreases 0 This result is directly in line I·Ti th vThat one 'Iiould 
expect for a plate ,'li th a hole 0 
The effect of stud spacing can be studied by examining the results of 
the GID series I,rhi.ch are presented in lJ:!able 9 and \'Thieh are shov!n graphically 
in Figa l40 All tests in this series I"ere conducted on a stress cycle which 
varied from. one=half tension=to""tensiona The specimens in this series were all 
10 ina vride and were provided. vri th one, three J or five studs 0 In the multi~ 
studded~ specimens it might easily be reasoned that since the plate is heated and 
cooled more slo-wly I'Then several studs are attached in succession, the pl.ate 
should contain residual stresses of a lower magnitude and that the studs should 
represent less of a stress concentrationc On the other hanel) one coul,d. easi.ly 
argue in favor of a reduced fatigue life because of the increased number of 
stres s concentrations ",here fatigue fracture could initiate 0 
,;.- An examination of the test results indicate that neither of these 
factors is very dominanto As seen in Fig. 14} the single studded specimens are 
slightly more resistant to fatigue fail.u.r'·e 0 RO,vever) a study of the results 
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presented previously i~ Figc 13 and those presented in Figo 14 reveal that the 
results for a single stud attached to a 3 1/2 inu \{ide plate) corresponding to 
a stud spa.cing of' 3 1/2 ina; 8J:J_d the results for the single stud atta.ched to 
a 5 in.o "i·1ide plate) corresponding to a stud spacing of 5 ina -' give results 
-\\·hich are in line vTi -::'h those presented in Figu 14 " Although the results ino.i= 
coate that there is a slight decrease in fatigtle life a.s the nu.ruaer of studs in 
anyone line is inc.reased) this difference is not significant "i-Then converted to 
stress levels ,,-Thieh \Vould produce failure at the sa.111e number of cycles 0 
It is interesting to note at this time that the speci_mens ,,-Ti th more 
than one stud attached al,,·ra.ys had more than one independent fa.ilure surface a 
These failure surfaces occurred independently and almost simultaneously 0 In a 
number of cases failures occurred above and belovT the same studo These fractures 
indicate that fai:Lure is not brought on by one particular ,,-Teak spot, but that 
the effect of the studs is e)~remely consistent and that failures initiate at 
a number of independent locations and propagate individually 0 
30205 Comparison with Other Test Resultso Table 10 presents a tabula= 
tion of test results obtained in this and previous investigations(2,3) with 
similar materials 0 Previous tests have been conducted on plain plate material 
of A441 and A7, double=Vee butt~welded joints in A441 steel and plate material 
"vi th a single hole 0 This tabulation of results indicates that the attachment 
of studs is some¥what more severe tha.n the presence of a hole or the presence of 
a double=Vee butt=weldo On the basis-of the results for plain plate specimens 
of A441, the plate with studs has an effective stress concentration factor in 
fatigue of approximately 2050 
30206 Static Testso During the course of the investigation several 
static tests on plain plate specimens VTith a single attached stud were subjected 
to static loading 0 The results of these tests are presented in Table 11 and 
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indicate that the presence of the stud did not in any vTay influence either the 
yield point or the ultimate strength of the base material 0 A comparison of these 
test results "lith those presented ec.rlier in Table 2 indicates that the average 
of the yield point ootained is at least as high as that obtained on the coupon 
tests and that the ultimate stre~gth is somewhat higher. In the case of the 
~Ll_441 speci!llen) no yield point "'i.,ras recordecl but the ultimate stY'ength is very 
close to that obtained on the coupon tests and is ,'Tell in excess of that required 
by the specifications. 
303 fatigue Results of Beam Specimens 
The purpose of this series of tests "Tas to provide a correlation bet,-Teen 
the results of the flat plate specimens and the stress conditions as they actually 
occur in composite construction. In addition, as previously noted, this series 
of specimens I-Tas divided into three groups, one group being subjected to flexu.ral 
loading l-Tithout any load being transmitted through the stud shear connector, one 
series subjected to flexural loading with a shear loading applied by means of 
special mechanical adapters and a final series of tests in "\Ihich the stud "\'las 
imbedo.ed. in a concrete slab and subjected to shear force transmitted by virtue 
of the composite action obtainedo 
All of the tests on beam specimens were conducted on a stress cycle 
which ranged from approximately one~half tension~to-tension with the stress range 
chosen so as to produce failure in approximately 2,000,000 cycleso The results 
of all of the tests conducted on beam specimens are presented in Table 12. 
30301 Plain Beam Testso The results of the plain beam tests, speci-
mens GIEl through GIE3, indicate that a str"ess cycle alternating betvTeen 16.4 ksi 
tension to 3208 ksi tension is required to produce failure in apprOximately 
2,000,000 cycleso This stress range is slightly higher than the stress range 
,,;" which produced failure at this same life in the plain plate specimens. Although 
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no direct comparison can be made since the flange used. in the beam tests was 
provided vri th tvTO studs OYi a 6 ino vide plate and a spacing betHeen studs of 
2 1/2 ina) the Y'esul ts can be compared I·ti th specimens of the GIG series and 
the GID series 0 In the case of the GIe seri.es a si.ngle stud vras attached to a 
5 in. 0 vide plate u In the GID series specimens are included \,rhich provicie a 
stud spacing of 3 1/4 in~ a~d a stud spacing of 2 in. 
In all of the cases referred to) 2, stress c.ycle ranging fr'om 1400 1::si 
to 2800 ksi produced failure in approximately 2 J OOO,000 cycleso This slight 
increase in stress cycle to produce failure in 2)000,000 cycles in the beam 
specimens is in all proba,-bili ty attributable to the stress gradient l-Thich exists 
through the flange and the relief \,rhich is provided for the stress concentrati.on 
effect of the studo Even if one compares the average stress across the total 
flange area the stress range for the beams in the current series of tests was 
from 1507 ksi to 3104 ksio 
These results are extremely encouraging in vie"\-r of the fact that they 
indicate that tests carried out on plain plate specimens give an excellent indi= 
cation of the strength 1>Thich can be expected of similar installations on beams. 
30302 Beams vath Stud Flexors 0 Specimens in this series of tests 
were identical in all respects to those in the previous group except that a shear 
force \Vas applied to several of the stud shear connectors by means of a mechanical 
attac~Jnentu As mentioned earlier the heads of several studs in the vicinity of 
the center of the beam were removed so that mechanical flexors could be attached a 
Load in the flexors \,ras adjusted by means of strain gages 0 A photograph of the 
flexor used for this purpose and a view of one bea~ with flexors in place are 
shOlm in Fig. 150 The load applied by this means was located approximately 
3/4 ino from the surface of the flange. 
At the beginning of the fatigue test the load in the flexor Ivas adjusted 
so that at maximum flexural load the shear stress in the studs to vlhich the flexor 
. ..l 
-v.,ras attached had a nOJIlinal value of 15" 000 psi" .All beams iv-ere tested on a 
stress cycle i.;rhich varied froIT~ one-half tension,-to~,tensiono The load in the 
fle.:x:oy·: on the other hanel" Y'e::-i.ained nearly constant at the magnitude applied 
at the beginning of the test c' It \-;as possible to monitor the lOe,d in the 
flexo2:' during the indi v-idual test cycles and also at various ste.ges during the 
progress of the test. 
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Such monitoring inclicated that at no time during the course of a test 
on any specimen did the load in the flexor drop below a value of 80 percent of 
the maximu.'ll value set 0 In only a fel'! cases did the load on the flexor drop to this 
value. In the other cases the loao. in the flexor did not drop belm,r a value 
of 85 percent of the maximum value 0 This fact is particularly si.gnificant 
since the stress levels reported in Table 12 are computed on the basis of the 
section properties of the base beam at the location of the failure u No account 
has been tru~en of the effect of the stud flexor on the distribution of stress 
through the depth of the beano The local effect of the load transmitted through 
the stud has also been neglected in the stresses reported 0 
All failures in this series of beam specimens occurred on the side of 
the stud away from the flexor used to apply load to the stud 0 T'lvo failures 
occurred at the center-line of the beam 'i-There the moment and corresponding 
flexural stress have the maximum value" The other failure occurred at a stud 
at a distance of 10 in. from the center-line of the beamo At this point the 
moment and flexural stress have a value equal to 91 percent of the maximum 
value at mid-spart'. Since these values are based on nominal stress calculations 
and neglect the local effect of the load in the stud) one must conclude that 
the actual difference in stresses for these tvTO fracture locations is even 
smaller than that indicated by simple flexural calculations . 
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The foregoing discussion serves to explain 'iThy the stresses reported 
in Table 12 for this particular series appear to be somevhat 10lv 0 Hi th the load 
transmi tted through the stud.) 11m·rever, these bea.-rns still required a stress range 
of about 12.5 1:si on a one=·half tension~to-tension stress cycle to prod:u.ce failure 
:5 0) 0) BeSJI1S 'I,a::rl Reinforced Concrete Cever 0 P.~l beams in this sey-ies 
I·Tere prov-ided. ' .. '"ith a reinforced concrete cover 0 The amount of reinforcement 
placed in the concrete vas calculated to produce in the studs a maximum shear 
force equal in magnitude to the maximum load 'i'Thich I'Tas applied in the previous 
series by the mechanical flexors 0 The rei.nforcement I'Tas placed in one layer near 
the tension flange 0 This location of the reill.i'orcement resu~ ted in the proper 
magnitude of shear force in the studs and a distribution of fle}mral stresses 
in the ba.se beam to ensure failure under the applied loads in approxiDately 
Specimens in this series, as in the previous series, were pro"V-icied I\''i. th 
strain gages at several locations along the length of the beamo The strain gages 
were distributed through ,the depth of the beam in order to indicate the eJ~ent 
to which the concrete and the reinforcement in the concrete acted as a composite 
sectiono These gages were located at cross=sections vlhich corresponded to the 
location of studs and at the section mid=way between the studs. 
.:;; Upon application of load during the progress of the fatigue test, 
cracks appeared at each rov of studs 0 These cracks at the stud locations lv-ere 
.... .t.. 
the only visible concrete cracks vhich formed during the course of the fatigue 
testso The presence of the cracks caused fluctuations in the location of the 
neutral axis as determined from the strain gageso 
In the region betveen studs vrhere the concrete vras not cracked, the 
neutral axis is shifted toward the flange to vrhich the shear connectors are 
attached" At the stud locations \-There the concrete 'rTas cracked, the neutral axis 
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shifted slightly a\Vay from the tension flange of the beam. Near the ends of 
t.he span" beb..reen the rovs of studs) the neutral axis shifted to a location 
"i'Thich indicated that the concrete in this region is almost CORpletely effective 0 
For beams in this series it is possible to cOIT~ute the nominal stress 
02 the extreme fiber of the tens~on flange in several different \\ays depending 
on the basis used for these calcula.tions 0 One can aSSllille that only the steel 
bea:r:'t resists tbe bending :n.oaent) in IIThich case the stress cycle for bea."TIs GIE7, 
GIE8 and GIE9 in the fatigue test \vas from +21; 800 psi to +43;0 800 psi for a 
total range of 21,800 psio 
The stress cycles reported in Ta.ble 12 \'rere calculated on the basis 
of a cracked section for all of the concrete slab 0 On the basis of the results 
of the strai.n gage stud.ies this is the most reasonable assumption for the actual 
state of stress 0 A very reasonable check on these stresses vTaS obtained by 
means of the strain gages 0 These gages indicated a linear strain distribution 
throughout the "reb of the bea.rno In both flanges the strain recorded by the gages 
\Vas less than the value vhich would be expected if the web strains are eA-trapolatedo 
This non-linearity is caused by local effects on both flanges 0 In one flange 
the indica.ted. strains are affected by the presence of the loading heads used in 
the fatigue ~achine? On the other flange the strains are very strongly affected 
by the P~():'=-:::--=- t:: of the gages to a section 1vhere the concrete is cracked and 
also by the :022..1 effects of the load transmitted by the stud shear connectoro 
If tee linear str"ain distribution recorded in the web is extrapolated 
to the flanges the moment determined from this distribution is in almost complete 
agreement -vTi th the moment determined on the basis of statics for the beam structure 0 
This would cer~ainly seem to verify the fact that deviations from this distri-
bution, as recorded by the strain gages, are caused by the local circumstances 
noted previouslyo 
All of the befulls in this series failed by propagation of a fatigue 
crack through the tension flange, These cracks initiated on the edge of the 
stud she2.r connectors) as in the case of all previous tests conducted on be8..J.1ls 
and on plate specimens 0 'IDe fractures initiated at the rO,\l of stu.ds just 
removed. from the pure moment region of the beam span, This location agrees 
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vTi th ,-[hat "'"'TODld De expected. since oetl'Teen the support poi.nt and the point of load 
application the beam is subjected to a constant value of shear and a linear 
increase in bending momento All studs in this region, therefore, are re~uired 
to transmit the sa~e shear force and the one row of studs nearest the point of 
maximum moment is the most likely point for a.ny fatigue failure to initiate. 
lilhile the row of stucis at mid~span is subjected to a slightly higher moment 
they are not subjected to ar~ shear force and are therefore not the most criticalo 
On the basis of all of the beam tests conducted it would appear that 
the fatigue resistance of beams with reinforced concrete cover is the same as 
tha,t obtaineo_ from the plate tests. A comparison of the beam tests indicates 
that the presence of the reinforced concrete produces a condition vhich is 
slightly more severe than the plain beam but not ~uite as severe as the case 
where the studs are loaded by the mechanical flexors. 
304 Fracture Surfaces 
The fracture surfaces obtained in all of the fatigue tests folloved 
the same pattern vIi th the fracture initiating at or near the edge of the stud 
which is first encountered by the axial stress flowo Initial cracks occurred at 
either one of these locations or at both of them, more or less simultaneously 0 
As' the test progressed one of the cracks, in those cases vrhere t"i'lO cracks 
initiated, propagated more rapidly and caused the other crack to stop propagating. 
~ypical fracture surfaces for the various specimens tested are con~ 
tained in Figso 16 through 190 Figure 16(a) shows the fracture surface of t"ivO 
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specimens fabricated from ATF steel vThile Fig 0 16(b) shows the fracture surface 
of two specimens faoricated from A441 steelo The general features of the frac-
tures are ve~r similar and indicate the general nature of all of the fracture 
surfaces encountered in the test program 0 Typical features of the fracture 
surface include a region generally referred to as the I1thumb-nail, IT \\ihere the 
Y"ate of propagation is relatively slO1'1o As the crack grO'iiS in size the rate of 
propagation increases a::.d the fracture surface is somewhat rougher 0 The final 
stage of fracture is a static failure of the remaining area of the test specimen. 
Particular note should be taken of Fig. 16(0) which shovrs the fracture 
surfa.ce for GIBlo In this specimen the fracture actually initiated under the 
upset~ As the crack propagated it cut across the upset as well as the parent 
plate, so that 'iv-hen final fracture occurred a portion of the upset vas torn 
from. around the stud. This type of failure was encountered in a fe\·r of the cases 
in this study and vlas primarily affected oy the extent to which the upset was 
bonded to the parent plate 0 In those cases vrhere the upset was not completely 
bonded, the critical location was actually under the upset and the fracture 
propagated from this pointo 
Figure 17 shows the fracture surfaces which resulted in those cases 
where the geometry of the upset was altered. The top portion of this figure 
shows the result for the case in which the upset was ground to a smooth transi= 
tion between the parent plate and the studo Failure surfaces in this case are 
very similar to those previously presented except that the region of slow 
propagation is somewhat larger than in the case where the upset is subjected to 
no treatment. Part (b) of this figure shows the fracture surfaces which resulted 
in the two cases vhere the stud was completely removed. Here again the fracture 
surface is not greatly different from that previously reported, except that 
the region of slow propagation is somewhat larger 0 It is interesting to note 
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that in this case the failures initiated at locations ,{hich corresponded to 
"'i{here the edge of the stud vould have been) had it not been removed. Thi s 'iVould 
indicate that the metallurgical structure in this area is weaker as a result 
of the changes vihich occur during the w·elding process. A check of the fatigue 
test results ~~ll i~dicate) however) that the influence of ttis metallurgical 
change is not nearly so great as the gecmetrical effect of the presence of the 
upset 0 
Figure 18 shOI{S the fracture locations for the cases "'i{here a single 
stud was attached to a vader plate. The fracture surfaces in these cases were 
similar to those previously presented. A very interesting feature of the 
multiple stud specimens is shown in Fig. 19, "'i{here typical failures of wide 
plates vnth multiple studs are presented. Close examination of the photograph 
of specimen GID6 reveals several independent cracks which have initiated in a 
manner identical to that obtained for the plate specimens with a single stud. 
The photograph of specimen GID8 shows hOlv these cracks which initiate and propa~ 
gate independently join up to form a continuous crack which eventually causes 
final fracture. 
Although it is not readily apparent in the photographs of the speci-
mens Inth multiple studs) close examination of the specimens revealed that a 
large number of independent cracks had actually initiated. In the case of the 
specimens vli th three studs at least three independent cracks were initiated. 
In the case of the specimens with five studs the number of independent cracks 
varied from six to eight, which indicates that in all cases at least some cracks 
v(ere initiated on both sides of the studs 0 This observation is of particular 
import since it indicates that the fatigue resistance of such installations is 
not a case of the weakest link but rather that the fatigue resistance of all 
of the studs is virtually the same and that fracture initiates at all studs 
at very nearly the same ntJI110er of cycles" Sallie further indication of this 
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fact is C oniained in the follOl·ring section dealing I-11th metallurgical exac1linations. 
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...-. METPLLURGICAL STUDIES 
4.1 General 
As a part of the progra.m. i t \~,as essential that detailed metallurgical 
studies be carried out to deter.mine the rrat-Qre of the microstructure as inJluenced 
by base material: heat input and arrlount of material available to absorb the 
heat input during the vlelding process 0 A totc:.l of fi ve different specimens 
\·rere subjected to detailed eX2.mination. Host of these specimens vrere examined 
after completion of the fatigQe test. In one case the specimen was subjected to 
metallurgical study in the as-produced condition in order to verify that at the 
examination section the fatigue loading had produced no change. 
Both macrographs and micrographs of areas of interest were t~~en for 
all specimens studiedo The studies also included detailed hardness traverses 
from base plate material to unaffected base stud material) across the heat-
affected zones and the weld metal microstructure. Details of the findings of 
these studies are included in the following sectionso 
402 Microstructures 
The general microstructural features of the stud welds are typical 
of welds in general: a columnar '-leld metal zone) with ferrite outlining of the 
pri or austenite matrix. This 1,-leld metal zone is a mixture of tempered martensite) 
ferrite and pearlite at room temperature. The next portion of the microstructure 
is the heat-affected zone vlhich possesses an austenite grain size gradient 
(largest grains near the fusion line) 1,-lhich results in the presence of martensite 
near the fusion line. Away from the fusion line the amount of martensite decreases 
while the amount of pearlite and ferrite increases. Adjacent to this region is 
11 
the unaffected base metal zone vlhich consists of Widmanstatten ferrite and 
.,. 
'1 pearlite in a banded structure due to the hot rolling process. 
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Detailed macrographs and micrographs of a variety of specimens are 
contained in Figs. 20 through 24. Hardness surveys from the base plate material 
across the heat-affected zone and I'Teld metal to the base material of the stud. 
are contained in Figs. 25 through 28. The specific rQcrostructures vary so~e­
'Ylhat in yTidth of the heat-affected zone and veld metal zones Q The relative 
amount of martensite in the heat-affected and Iveld metal zOrles, and the finenes s 
of the columnar structure of the vTeld metal, vary as a result of the difference 
in the heat input to the various specimens 0 The amount of I-leld metal increases 
'Y1i th the amount of heat input to the specimens, as does the vidth of the heat-
affected zone. ConseQuently, GIA2 and GIC5 have the narro"ivest \ol'eld metal and 
heat-affected zones, follovled by GIJ31 and GIB16, and the fineness of the weld 
metal structure decreases in the same order 0 Specimen GIB16 has a higher 
percentage of martensi~e in the heat-affected zone than GIBI. 
Although an increase in heat input generally decreases the hardenability, 
the oppos~te is true for this material. The presence of the strong carbide 
former, vanadium, ties up some carbon and long solution times are required to 
take the carbon back into solution. As a result, more carbon is in solution in 
GIB16 than in GIBl, which accounts for the increased amount of martensite. 
Specimen GIBI would be expected to have a smaller amount of martensite than 
GIC5 due to the lover heat input, and GIA2 would have less martensite due to the 
decreased hardenabiIi ty of ATE' steel as compared to A44l steelo Since the v1eld 
metal is formed by melting the base metal, the same trends observed in the heat-
affected zone should be observed in the weld metal zones. 
4.3 Hardness Surveys 
As YTould be expected on the basis of metallographic observation, the 
hardness of the material increases as the percent of martensite increases. As a 
result the hardness of the heat~affected zone of the plate of GIB1.6 is considerably 
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higher than that of GIB1, and the sa.711eis true of the veld metal zones 0 It is 
also true that the hardness of the heat~affected zone of the plate and the vTeld 
metal zone of GIBl is considerably higher than the cor~esponding har~Dess in 
these regions of GI~~; due to the increased alloy content of A44l steel as 
compared to A7Fo Taole 13 contains a sumITlary, from four different specimens, 
of the size and average hardness of the various zones \{hi.eh result from. the 
\'Telding operationo 
404 Mode of Failure 
Typical failure of all specimens is evidenced in GIA20 Both of the 
macrographs in Figo 20 shovT a fatigue crack on the right hand edge of the stud 
vhich initiated at the fusion line and traversed the heat-affected zoneo This 
crack is not the crack which resulted in final failure of the specimen but is 
rather 180 degrees a\·ray from the source of ultimate failure 0 Propagation of the 
crack is transgranular as seen in GIA20 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
The tests reported give a very good indication of the effect of base 
material) nU!.Tlber of stud con;2ectors, spacing of stud connectors and \·relding 
procedure on the fatigue resistance. On the basis of the flat plate test series 
the follo"\,Iing conclusions have been drm·;:].. 
10 In all cases the fracture initiated at the edge of the upset and 
propagated radially through tie thickness of the pl.ate 0 Almost without exception 
the multi-studded specimens featured more than one independent fracture surface. 
All multiple fractures occurred almost simultaneously 0 
2. The stress range to produce failure in 2,000,000 cycles varied from 
16,000 psi in complete reversal to 14,000 psi in a half tension-to-tension stress 
cycle. 
30 There vras no noticeable difference in fatigue life between speci-
mens fabricat'ed from A7F or .A441 base material 0 
4 0 Altering the stud welding procedure to supply more heat to the 1'leld 
had no effect on the fatigue lifeo 
50 Changing the stud geometry by grinding the upset to a smooth transi~ 
tion doubled the fatigue lifeo Complete removal of the studs provided an even 
greater resistance to fatigue loading 0 Hith the stud removed, ho\-lever) the 
fatigue life l-las not as great as has been reported earlier for plain plate speci-
mens of similar materialo 
60 The number of studs in a line transverse to the direction of stress 
and the spacing of the studs has some effect on the fatigue resistance but the 
effect is 'not very largeo 
The behavior of the beam specimens in all three series vlas very similar 
to what w'as obtained for the flat plate specimens 0 Excellent correlation is 
obtained between the flat plate specimens and the beam specimens J not only in 
j 
'p 
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over-all behavior but also in terms of stress levels required to produce failure 
in 2,000,000 cycles 0 The follm·ring observations have been made on the basis 
of the beam tests 0 
10 Fractures in the beam specimens "'IoJere similar to those obtained 
in the flat plate specimens 0 In flat plate specimens the fracture might OCC"L'.r 
on either side of the stud I· .. hereas -' in the bea..ll specimens, the fractures 
occurred on the side of the stud where secondary tensile stresses, due to the 
loading of the stud, were added to the prima.ry tensile flexural stresseso 
20 Cracking occUTTed in the concrete at every row of studs and only 
at the studs 0 Although the slab used in these tests yIaS narrO\iI there is reason 
to believe tha.t shear connectors in the negative moment regions might prove to 
be an effective means of crack control 0 
30 The half tension-to=tension stress cycle to produce failure in 
2,000,000 cycles for the various groups of beams tested was~ 
Plain Beams 
Beams with Flexors 
Beams with Concrete~ 
1604 ksi to 3208 ksi 
12.5 ksi to 2500 ksi 
1400 ksi to 2800 ksi 
In view of the extent of the argwnent between the results of the flat plate speci~ 
mens and the beam specimens it would certainly appear that the flat plate tests 
give a satisfactory indication of the behavior of similar beam tests. 
Hith this as a basis the Modified Goodman Diagram presented in 
Fig. 29 should serve as a basis for the development of; suitable provisions for 
fatigue in the case of designs YThich utilize stud shear connectors for composite 
action in negative moment regions 0 Tbisdiagram yields a stress range of 16,000 
psi for complete reversal, 16)000 psi for zero~to-tension and 14,000 psi for 
half tension~to-tension for failure in 2)000,000 cycleso A somewhat smaller 
range 'ivould be reCluired for stress cycles above this levelo Applying a factor 
of safety of approximately 106 on these stresses results in permissible stress 
cyc.les of approximately 10) 000 psi" The fa,ctor of safety on nUllber of cycles 
to produce failur-e vlOuld be even higher) extra.polation of the data. from plate 
tests on 8, straight line gives a factor of safety of at least 300 on this basiso 
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TABLE 1 
CHEHICPL COHPOSITION OF BASE }1P ... 1ERIPLS 
Material A~~ 1073 A441 
c 00'20 0.23 0.20 
Mn 0028 0063 1014 
p 0.009 0.022 00015 
S 00041 00031 00031 
Si 0001 0.030 0006 
eu 0005 0017 0.23 
Va 0.06 
Ni 0001 
*This material failed to meet the ASTM A7 tensile require-
_ments. 
TABLE 2 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF BASE MATERIALS 
Material A7F** A373 A441 
Yield POint, ksi * 3003 38.8 6106 
Tensile Strength, "ksi * 5208 6408 8401 
Elongation per 8 ino, percent * 2905 2906 22.2 
*Based on the average of three testso 
**This material failed to meet the ASTM A7 tensile require-
ments. 
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TABLE 3 
STUD v,JELDING PR08EDUP~S 
Specimens Lift Plunge Weld Current .Arc Voltage \\Teld Time 
GIAl -GIA8 
GIBl -GIB15 
GIB16-GIB20 
GIC1 -GIC5 
GIDl -GID10 
Specimen 
GIAl 
GIA2 
GIA3 
GIA4 
GIA5 
GIA6 
GIA7 
inc ino Amps. 
3/32 3/16 1500 
3/32 3/16 1500 
3/32 3/16 1450 
3/32 3/16 1750 
3/32 3/16 1750 
TfI..BLE 4 
FATIGu~ RESULTS FOR GIA SPECIMENS 
ZERO-TO-TENSION, AXIAL LOADING 
Stress Cycle 
ksi 
o to +1605 
o to +2400 
o to +2400 
o to +2000 
o to +1605 
o to +1605 
o to +15·0 
*Specimen did not failo 
Volts Cycles 
33 58 
33 58 
33 76 
31 43 
31 43 
Life 
Cycles 
1,320,000 
460,000 
840,000 
1,170)000 
1,480)000 
2)250,000 
3)240,000* 
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Specimen 
GIBl 
GIB2 
GIB3 
GIB4 
GIBll u 
GIB12 u 
GIB16 w 
GIB17 w 
GIB19 \IT 
GIB19 lIT 
GIB20 \IT 
TABLE 5 
FATIGUE RESULTS FOR GIB SPECI~1ENS 
ZERO-TO-TENSION, .AJaP..L LOADING 
Stress Cycle 
ksi 
0 to +2000 
° 
to +16·5 
° 
to +16.5 
° 
to +15·5 
° 
to +1605 
° 
to +2000 
° 
to +1605 
° 
to +1605 
° 
to +2800 
0 to +4000 
° 
to +38.0 
* Specimen did not fail. 
r Studs I{ere removed. 
u Upsets I-Tere ground to form a smooth transition. 
"T Helding procedure al teredo 
Life 
Cycles 
820,000 
1,460,000 
2,410,000 
2,510,000 
4,200,000 
2,060,000 
1,920,000 
1,610,000 
4,940,00CP'-
810,000· 
550,000 
~ 
-;-
;; 
Specimen 
GIB5 
G136 
GIB7 
GIB8 
GIB9 
TABLE 6 
HESULTS OF FATIGlJE TESTS OF GIB SPECIMENS 
COHPLETE REVERSAL" P .. XIAL LO_4DING 
Stress. Cycle 
ksi 
-2000 to +2000 
-2000 to +2000 
-1000 to +1000 
- 805 to + 8·5 
- 8·5 to + 8·5 
TABLE 7 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF GIB SPECIMENS 
OI\TE-HALF TEI'J"SION-TO-TENSION" AXIAL LOADING 
Specimen stress Cycle 
ksi 
GIB13 +14.0 to +2S00 
GIB14 +1400 to +28.0 
GIB15 +14.0 to +2S.0 
GIB1S w +1400 to +2S.0 
itT Vlelding procedure altered. 
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Life 
Cycles 
190)000 
180,,000 
960,000 
1,730,000 
1,,660,,000 
Life 
Cycles 
1,,950,,000 
2,,560,,000 
2,,140,,000 
2,,690,,000 
u 
~ 
t: 
.:: 
:Ii 
Specimen 
GICl 
GIC2 
GIC3 
GIC4 
Specimen 
GIDl 
GIDl 
GID2 
GID3 
GID4 
GID5 
GID6 
GID7 
GID8 
GID9 
GID10 
TABLE 8 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS OF GIG SPECIMENS 
ONE-H..tI.LF TENSION-TO-TENSION, PJaAL LOADING 
Stress Cycle 
l\.:si 
+2709 to +5508 
+14.0 to +2800 
+1400 to +28.0 
+1400 to +2800 
TABLE 9 
RESULTS OF FATIGUE TESTS ON GID SPECItiENS 
ONE-HALF TENSION-TO-TENSION, AXIAL LOADING 
Noo of Stress Cycle 
Studs ksi 
1 +1400 to +2800 
1 +1500 to +3000 
1 +1400 to +28.0 
1 +1500 to +3000 
3 +1400 to +28.0 
3 +1400 to +28.0 
3 +14.0 to +28.0 
5 +1400 to +2800 
5 +14.0 to +2800 
5 +1400 to +2800 
5 +14.0 to +2800 
*Specimen did not fail 
Life 
Cycles 
280,,000 
2,220,,000 
2,700,000 
2,,590,000 
Life 
Cycles 
3,260,000* 
1,730,000 
2,710,000 
1,840,000 
1,630,000 
1,900,000 
1,890,000 
1,410,000 
1,880,000 
1,570,,000 
1,460,000 
TABLE 10 
EFFECT OF VPBIOUS STRESS RPJSERS ON 
FATIGUE lIFE OF PLATE SPECD\1E1TS 
ZERO-TO-TENSION) A ..uAL LOADING 
Specimen F 2)000;000 
Plain Plate (A441) 
Plain Plate (A7) 
Double V Butt Weld (A441) 
Plate vli th Hole (A441) 
Plate Iii th Stud (A441) 
TABLE 11 
RESULTS OF STATIC TESTS 
Specimen 
GIA7 
GIA8 
GIB10 
ASTM 
Designation 
A7F* 
A7F* 
A441 
Yield Point 
ksi 
3106 
29.6 
0 to +40 ksi 
0 to +35 ksi 
0 to +28 ksi 
0 to +24 ksi 
o to +16 ksi 
Ultimate Strength 
ksi 
5309 
53·6 
8004 
*Failed to meet the ASTM A7 tensile requirements 0 
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TABLE 12 
FATIGUE RESULTS FOR BEAM SPECIMENS 
OJ\"!E-}IALF TENSIOH-TO-TENSION, FLEXURAL LOADING 
Specimen Type* 
GIE1 PB 
GIE2 PB 
GlE3 FB 
GlE4 SF 
GlE5 SF 
GlE6 SF 
GlE7 RC 
GlE8 RC 
GIE9 RC 
* FB - plain beam 
SF - stud flexors 
RC - reinforced concrete 
Stress Cycle 
ksi 
+15.0 to +2909 
+16.4 to +32.8 
+16·5 to +32 .9 
+11·5 to +2402 
+12.4 to +24.6 
+12.7 to +25.2 
+10.7 to +21.4** 
+15.0 to +30. 0*7\~ 
+15·0 to +3000** 
+15·3 to +30.0** 
** Based on ~c where I asswnes the concrete to be cracked. 
Life 
Cycles 
2,780 ,000 
2,070,000 
1,940,000 
2,020,000 
2,210,000 
1,830,000 
1,480,000 
610,000 
1,640,000 
1,500,000 
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TABLE 13 
EFFECT OF STuD yIELDING PROCEDURE 
Specimen GIA2 GIBl GIB16 GIC5 
Type of Steel A7F A441 A441 A441 
Heat Ir.l.-put->f-
Weld-Current (a~peres) 1500 1500 1450 1750 
ft..:rc Voltage (volts) 33 33 33 31 
Weld Time (cycles) 58 58 76 43 
Heat (KVA cycles) 2870 2870 3630 2330 
Zone Widths (mm) 
Heat-Affected Zone Stud 3·0 1·5 2·5 1·5 
yleld Metal 1·5 2·5 5·0 2.0 
Heat-Affected Zone Plate 1.0 1·5 2·5 1.0 
Average Zone Hardness (Knoop) 
Bas e Metal Stud 180 171 195 157 
Heat-Affected Zone Stud 181 179 184 169 
Held Metal 143 255 266 237 
Heat-Affected Zone Plate 194 248 283 305 
Base Metal Plate 150 222 228 215 
*In all cases a lift of 3/32" and a plunge of 3/16" ,,,ere used. 
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FIG. 13 WIDTH OF PLATE VERSUS FATIGUE LIFE STRESS CYCLE 
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